
August 16, 1978 

Dear Mr. Weisberg: 

I recieved today 24 elides, from the Secret 6,erviee, wld.ch were taken 14 
Phill Willis, Mr. Willis's 12 slides which he copyrighted were included 
in this group of 24. I had asked for 27 slides, but according to the SS 
#123 are personal photographs of the. Willis family, these were not given 
to me. 

No Can you tell me if there is any documents, pertaining to the SS 
which Mr, Willis's photos are mentioned? Can you also tell me 
saw these photographs? Most of the photographs are useless in 
due to the fact they were taken after one thirty, but there is 
is 1a3 which skews someone being arrested, the only trouble is, 
this man is cut off the slide, do you know if the slide, I mean 
original slide was cut like this? If you'd like copies of thee 
have them. 
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, Our local TV educational station is broadcasting the Select Committee 
pip Hearings, in full. D. you think Mr. Ray will came out of these hearings, 

cleared of his guilt in the Ring murder? And do you think the FBI will 

f
d be in hot water, due to there part in the investigation and or murder? 

cv4 I'm sorry to have taken so much of your time, keep up the good work and 
best wishes to you and yours. 

My only interest in the new Willis slides is 
for historical completeness, to eliminate later 
nutty allegations about what they hold. What you 
report is what I'd learned about 11/66 and forgot. 

by major interest re these things is in being able to 
use them in FOIA matters. I'd asked the SS for everything 
more than 7 years ago, under FOIA. Bitto for most other 
agencies. So any correspondence, regardless of how little it may suggest to you, 
may have values to me. 

HW 8/22/78 
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